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ADVANCED BOII.ING VATER REACTOR PROCPM
San Jose, California

December g7 1991

To: Roger Pedersen

Subject: Chapter 12 Update Note a 6

from: H.A. Careway via Jack Fox

This is a short unoffief .1 update note on my progress on ABL'R Chapter 12.
Vork an Chapter 12 is complete except updating of the figures in Section 12.3.
The completed Table 12.2 5 is attached along with section 12.4. This then is

my last update note until I get into redoing the figures.
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table 12.! 5 Radiation Sou cesr

a. Radiation Sources
lource
M {,qi 0* asian Le:stica arra m mate Geometer

!!.2+6 RNR Heat fachanger 12.3 1 (Rl,RF) At Cylndr (r=0.9m 1=7m)
(R6,RA)
(R6.RF)

12.2 8 RC!C furbir's 12 3 1 (R6.RC) Rt Cylndr (r=C. b.1 0.7m)
12.2 9 CUW Ftiter Demteeraliter 12.3 3 (Rt,RB) ! farks. Rt Cylncr (r=0.fe,1=3.3m)

!!.2 10 RWCU Regen Nest f achangee !!.3 2 (RI.RC) RtCylner(r=0.4m.1=6,8m)
17.t 11 RWCU hon Regen Heat tachanger 12 3 1 (RI.&C) Rt Cyledr (r=0.4m.1=5.5m)
!!.2 13.1 LCW Collector Tank 12.3 37 litM 7 2 Tanks, Rt Cylndr (r=4.m,1 9.4m)

12.2-13.2 LCW Fliter 12.3 39 IUM 12 Nt Cylnde (r=0.5m.1.F.5m)
12.2 13.3 LCW Demineraliter 12.3 39 litM 11 Rt Cylode (r=0.fe.1=2.8m)
12.2 13.4 LCW Sample Tank !!.3 38 ITEM 8 2 Tanas, Rt Cylndr (r=4.m.1=9.45)

!!.2 13.5 HCW Collector Tank !!.3 37 litM 13 Rt Cylndr (re!.tm.1 4.3m)
!!.2 13.6 HCW Demtrefaltter 12.3 39 litM 20 Rt Cylndr (r=0.6m.1 2.8m)
12.2 14 Cffgas 12.3 50 (1F.12) Taek 1 At Cylndt ( r = 0. 6m.1 = 7 . 9)

Tanks t 9. Rt Cy1r.de (r=1.1m.1=7.6m)

!!.2 29 Steam Jet Air tjector 12.3 51 (TF.12) At Cylnde r=0.15m.1=4.6nl
Rt Cylndr r=0.7fe.1=6.1m)... Rt C Inde r=0.fm.1=4,6m)

12.2 14 Offgas Recometner 12.3 51 (TF,12) Rt C Incr rel.4*,1=7m)

17.2 15.1- CVW Back= ash Receiving Tank 12.3 1 (R2,RB) RtCylndr(r=2.2m.1=5.im)
12.2 15.2 CF Backwash Re:etvteg tank !!.3 49 (70.f4) Rt Cylndr (r=2.2m 1 5.7m)
12.2 15.3 Phase Separator 12.3 38 litM 30 2 Tanks Rt Cylnde (r=2.4m.1 6.0m)

!!.2-15.4 Scent Resin Storage Tank 12.3 38 litM 31 Rt Cylndr (ret.Or 1 5.7m)
12.2 15.5 Concentrated Waste far.k 17.3 37 ! TIM 35 Rt Cylnar r=1.5m,1=4.4m)
12.2-15.6 Sol Dryer Feed Taak 12.3-41 !TtM 39 Rt Cylner r=1.6m.1 3.2m)

12.2-15.7 Sol Dryer (outlet) 12.3 39 ! TIM $5 RtCylndr(r=0.2m.1=3.2m)
12.2-15.8 Sol Pelettrer it.3-38 litM $8 RtCylner(r=0.4m.1st.5m)
!!.2 15.9 Sol Mist Seterator (steam) 12.3 39 11(M 56 At Cylode (r=0.1m.1 2. k ,

12.2 15.10 Sol Condenser 12.3-40 IftM 57 Rt Cylnde (r=0.2m.1=1.4m)
17.2-15.11 Sol Drum 12.3 39 (2.0) Rt Cylner (r=0.3m,1=0.6m)

Bon (1.5mul.5malm)
12.2 16 FPC Ft1ter Deminereltter 12.3 3 (R2,RB) Rt Cylndr (r=0.7m,1=3.4m)

12.! 17 Supp Pool Cleanup System * !!.3 3 (R2 RA) Rt Cylndr (r=0.7m,1=3.4m)
12.2 18 Control Rod Drive System * 12.3 2 (R4,RF) Distributed Source
12.2-24 Transverse incere Prot >e 12.3 2 (R4.RB) Otstributed Source

12.2-25 Reactor Internal Pumps" !!.3 2 (RF.RI) Otstributed Source
12.2 25 RIP Heat [ changer 1.2 3b [1 3000 Rt Cylnde (r=0.322m.1 2.9m)
12.2 26 Turbine Mostture Sep/ Reheater 12.3 52 (16,1C) Rt Cylndr (r=1.8m.1 31.m)

12.2 27 Turbine Condenser 12.3 53 (TD TG) Otstributed Source
12.2-78 Condenser Ftiter/Demineral;ter

Filter 12.3 51 (1C 12) 3 fanks, Rt Cylndr (r=1.4*,1=6.lm)
Deminereltter 12.3 51 (TC.13) 6 Tanks. Rt Cylndr(r=1.7m.1=5.1m)

Appiteant Spent Fuel Storage !?.3 6 (R4,RF) See Ors =tegs

!! * 'O SGT5 Filter train !!.3 7 (R2,RB) su' face, (3.66m u 2.54m)"

hotes

* Maintenance Factlity
* Maintenance Factitty, see Figure 1.2 38 tievation 3000 for dry = ell location
* Suppression pool clean up F/0 uses second of Fuel Pool F/0
, Surface area of HEPA and charcoal filter

.
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8. $0vice Geometry

CCv"D?*tal Assred $MeldW Source Geometry

R8a heat [ichanger Homogenous source over volve of best enchanger
RClt TurDir+e Homogenoa source over volve of turbtre
CVW Filter Dominereltrer 63 of eeurce in first 15cm, rematmoer dispersed over volume.

RWCU Regen Heat (achanger Homogenous source over volume of enchanger
PWCU hon-Gegen Heat [acnanger Hmogenous $ource over volume of enchanger
LCV Collector Taek 83 not, solubles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in vo;u e

LCV filter Homogenous source over volse of filter
|

LCV Domineraltzer 83 of source in first l$cm, rest evenly dispersed over volpe
LCW 1 ample Taek Homogenous source over volve of tank j

|

HCW Collector Taek Homogenous source over vol ee of tark
i

HCV Demineraltrer 63 of source in first l$cm, rest evenly dispersed over volume i

Dffgas 93 of source in first tar,a in first (upper) 3D cm, rest evenenly dtspersed
Rematetng tanks, homogenous source over tank volve, I

SteamJetAir[jegtor" Homogenous source over volume of ejector
Dffgas Rectneteer Hmogenous source over subcomponent, see Figure 12,2 le*

CW Backmash Receiving Tank 83 non solubles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in volce
CF Backmash Receiving Tank 63 non solubles in slurry on tank betttwn, rest evenly dispersed in volume
Phase $eparator 93 non-solubles in slurry on tank bcttom, rest evenly dispersed in volume

$ pent Resin Storage Tank Homogenous source over volpe of taek
Concentrated Waste Tank 93 een solubles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in volume
Sol Dryer feed Tana Source evenly dispersed over volpe

101 Dryer (outlet) Source evenly dispersed over volume
$ol Pelettler Source evenly dispersed over volume
Sol Mist Separatoe (steam) Source evenly dispersed over volume

.

Sol Conoeeser $ource evenly dispersed over volee
Sol Drum Source evenly dispersed over volume
FPC Filter Dominera11 ret 901 insolubles in first l$ cm, rest of source evenly dispersed over volume

Surpression Pool Cleanup System 93 insolubles in first 1$ cm rest of source evenly dispersed over volume
Control Rod Drive System Exposure dependeet, assume evenly dispered over length of blade
Transverse Incore Prot'e Potnt or line geometry, see Table 12.2 24

Reactor Internal Pumps Cyltedrical source coupled to water bearing components
RIP Heat [achanger Homogenous source over volume of enchanger
Turbine Hostture $ep/ Reheater Homogenous source over volume of component

furbine Condenser Homocenous source over volume of condenser
Condenser Fsiter/Demtneraliter

~

Filter Source eveuly dispersed over volume of filter
Domine aliser 90% 6nsolubles in first 1$ cm, rest of source evenly disperino over volume

$ pent fuel Storage Appiteent
$GTS Ftiter Train 90% Particulates on NIFA filter, remaining on charcoal filter

E2115

*$ee Dffgas Recombiner Description, Subsection 11.3, use inventory for prenester, recombiner, condenser and cooler
(orrecombinerinventoryforshieldingapplications.
Radiatten levels in $JA[ end Recombiner htghly degendent upon power level, Actual measurements on $JAE concenter

contact dose rate are 2CRads/br at 100% power and less than $ma d/hr at 23 power.a

- . . - . , _ - , -. - - - _ - - . . - - - -
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C. $hteldin9 Geomatry in aeters

Con.conent 8om D * eat'nal Wall TH O aets in M terg'
~

tength eioth neignt East best No"th South Floor Ceilirg

tHR Heat (schanger !! 6 56 56 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 Grownd 0.8
RCIC Turbine 14.6 7,8 5.6 0.8 2 0.6 0.6 Ground 0.8
CW Filtev Demineraliier 2.8 3 7.4 0.8 1 0.8 1 0.5 hatch

RWCV Regen heat Enchanger 7.7 3.6 6 1.4 1.4 1 1,4* 0.8 0.5
RWCU hon Regen Heat (athan9er 7.4 4.4 5.6 1 1 1 l' Grow d 0.8n

LCW Collector Tank 19 1 13 1.2 0.8 0.8 1.2 Grou d 0.8n

LCW FtIter 16.4 10.6 6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
LCW Domineraltter" 19.6 10 6 8 S.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 08
LCW Sample Tank 19 10 13 1.2 0.8 1.2 0.8 Ground 0.8

HCWCollectorTaj 9 11.2 5.4 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.2 Ground C.8
HCV Deatnereltter 19.6 10.6 6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Offgas 9.1 11 16 1 1 1 1 2.5 1

,

$ teas Jet Air Ejector 9.1 14.2 7 1 1 1 1 1 1

and Recometeer Room

CW Backmash Aeceiving Tank 6.6 7.4 5.6 1 0.8 0.8 1 Grownd 0.8
CF Back= ash Aecetving tank 5 5 25 1 1 1 1 2.5 Hatch
Phase Separator 16 v.4 4.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.2 0.8 0.8

Spent Resin Storage Tank 6.4 6.4 4.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Concentrated Weste Tank 4.6 5 5.4 0.8 0.8 1.2 0.8 Ground- 0.8
Sol Dryer feed Tank 9.4 7.2 6.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

sol Dryer (outlet)' 9.2 52 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Sol Pelettrer 9.2 5.2 6.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
tel M'at separator (steam)* *2 5.2 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

Sol Condenser .; 7.2 6.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Sol Dewe 3.4 3 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
FPC Filter Cominereltrer 3.2 3.2 7.4 0.8 1 0.8 0.8 0.5 Naten

$wporession Pool Cleanup 3.2 3.2 7.4 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0$ Natch
Control Rod Ortve system,5ys 7.8 33.4 5.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.6
Transversc Incore Probe 4 1.3 2.7 1 1 1 1 Mest 06

Reactor Internal Purrps' 8.2 8.5 5.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.f 0.8 0.6
RIP Heat Cachanger Primary Contatnnent

furbine Holsture Sep/R eester 12.4 47.6 8.5 1 1 1 1 1 1

Turbine Candenser 14.2 36 25 3.5 2.5 1 1 2.5 T u r ta n-
8

Condenser Filter 5 21.1 8 2.5 1 1 1 1 Match
Condenser Demineraltzer 9.8 17.3 9 1 1 1 1.6 1 1

d
Spent Fuel Storage 9.4 14 4.1 2 2 2 2 2 7.a

SGil Filter Train 14.4 5 8.2 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 2 0.6

M1.12

* Moveable Wall
b

LCU and HCW Dominere112er share same room
* Soltd dryer and Mtst separator share same room
, 7.4 meter mater depth above fuel elecents
* North refers to plant 0 cegree orientation, east 90 degrees

Maintenance factitty

,
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D. Pipe Chase Detall
'

a mber lhteld Wall thickness in meterss
b

8 fee !raee (s'51 (gytti (n.tijn 5 ys t e? P_t111 ljj.g* hw.Cig [111 h11 3,C. rib hd,0

RHR(A) 1F (RC.R6) RwR 1 272x237 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
RCIC 1 168s140 R$ 0.6 PC 0.6 06

Bir (RC.R6) RHR 1 273:237 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
RCIC 1 168:140 RS 0.6 PC 0.6 06
RCIC 1 3561333 SP 0.6 PC 0.6 0$

C2F (RC.86) RPR 1 273:237 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
RCIC 1 168:140 R$ 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
RCIC 1 3561333 $P 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6

B3F (RC.RA) RHR 1 273a237 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 06
RCIC 1 166 140 R$ 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
RCIC 1 3561333 SP 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6

RHR(D) IF (RO.R2) RHR 1 273:237 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6
HPCF 1 334:303 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6

B1F (RO,R2) RHR 1 273s237 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6
HPCF 1 334:303 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6

B2F (RO,R2) RHR 1 273:237 RC PC 0.t 0,6 0.6
HPCF 1 334:303 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6

63F (Rt,R2) RHR 1 273:237 RC PC 0.6 0.5 0.6
HPCF 1 334:303 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6

RNRIC) IF (Rt.R6) RHR 1 273:237 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0,6
HPCF 1 334:303 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6

BlF (RE.R6) RHR 1 273:237 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
HPCF 1 334:303 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6

B2F (Rt.R6) RHR 1 273:227 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
HPCF 1 334:303 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6

B3r (At,R6) RHR 1 273:237 RC 0.6 PC 0.0 0.6
HPCF 1 334:303 RC 0.6 PC D.6 0.6

FPC/CUW 2F (RB,R3) FPC 2 273:255 1% RC 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
IF (RB,R3) FPC 2 273:255 11 RC 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

CUW 1 219:189 RC 1. ( l.2 1.2 12
Bir (RBR3) FPC 2 273:255 11 RC 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

CVW 1 219:189 RC 1.6 1.2 1.2 1.2
83F (RB,R2) CUW ! 168 140 RC 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8

MJL/FDW IF (kB.04) MSL 4 711m640 R$ 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
FDV 4 550:480 10% R$* 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

$PCU B2F (RC.R2) SPCU 1 219:203 SP PC 0.8 0.8 08

Notes

" Pipe size gloen as outside diamter in millimeters and inside diameter in stiltmeters.
" Source is defined by RCe reactor coolant water, see Tables 11.2-2 through !!.2 5. R$ is teacter steam, see

Tables 11.21 and 4. SP=5uppression pool .ater a 101 RC (nornel operations), Reg Guide 1.7 (LOCA conditions).
*ho h 16 or noble gases in feed =ater,

i

|
|

|
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Values referred to as typical for BWR operations are taken from references 1 through 4 which are a
compendium of maintenance and work tasks for BWR-6 GESSAR.

12.4.1 Drywell Dose

The following provides the basis by which the drywell dose estimates for occupational
exposure were made.

(1) The Main Steam Isolation Vanes are located in the upper drywell area (4 vanes) and in the
reactor building outboard of the primary containment isolation wall (4 valves). These valves require
periodic testing ard maintenance to insure proper action and leak tightness. Typical values for
BWR's for maintenance of these valves is 4,000 hours of drywell and 5.000 houts of reactor buuding
work in effective radiation fields of 13.5 mrem /hr ard 3.6 mrem /hr respectNely. The ABWR design
incorporates three specific features to reduce occupational exposure in the MSIV maintenance area:
(1) improved water chemistry with lower overall contamination rates, (2) Improved maintenance
procedures with some procedures automated, and (3) reduced radiation fields, primaruy due to the
absence of the recirculation piping. Each area is discussed below.

Beginning in the early 1980's the BWR Owner's Group began an extensNe study of the
causes for faRute of MSIV's to mesi the technicalleakage specification limits ard extensNe
person hours required to rnanntain these valves. As a result of these studies, the ABWR will use the
latest technology for vafve maintenance including mecht.nical aids for valve disassembly and
assembly, automated lapping devices, and slightly ,med leakage specifications to delete
unnecessary maintenance. As a result of these aids, it is estimated that overall maintenance hours
wil be reduced by 5040 parcent.

Early studies on dose rates during MSIV maintenance showed increases in dose rate
directly proportional to recirculation line actMty. The ABWR has deleted the recirculation lines
entirely thereby removing the singly most significant source of radiation in the drywell. The second
most significant dose for MSIV operations will be the deposited and suspended actMty in the
feedwater lines. The deposited actMty in the feedwater lines is expected to be lower than typical
BWRs owing to an enhanced condensate system with full clean up of all condensate water, a 2%
reactor water clean up system, and titanium condenser tubes. Additionally, the ABWR is designed
to limit the use of cobalt bearing materials on moving comoonents which have historically been
Identified as major sources of in water contamination. Overall, the feedwater line radiation is .,

expected to be a factor of two lower than current BWRs. Because of these factors, it is expected
that the effectNe dose rate in the drywell wul be 2 mrem /hr ard 1.5 mrem /br in the steam tunnel
outboard of the primary containment.

(2) Drywell vane and pump maintenance other than the MSIVs consists primarily of maintaining the
Safety Relief Vanes (SRVs) which ior the most part consist of minor maintenance or removal of
valves to a maintenance facility. Overall typ! cal values for a BWR for these tasks are 1,450
person-hours per year in an effectNe radiation tield of 17 mrem /hr. In the ABWR, the primary
source of radiation exposure, the recirculation lines and pumps, have been removed. Overall the
reduction in drywell dose levelis for these types of mainterutnce is expected to be a factor of two or
9 mrem /hr. Overhead tracks ard in place removal equipment is provided in the ABWR for an
estimated person-power reduction to 1,150 person hour per year broken down into 200
person hours for 18 SRV maintenance at 6 mrem /hr,200 person-hours per year to pull and replace
3 RIPS with one heat exchanger at 25 mrem /hr, and the remainder on miscellanecos valves at

SmRem/hr.
,

1

1

i
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(3) Control Rod DrNe maintenance is signrficantly reduced in the ABWR with the introduction of Fine
Motion Control Rod DrNes (FMCRD). Based upon European experience, two FMCRDs will be
replaced and repaired per outage along with twenty motors. Estimated work will consist of 64
person-hours under vessel preparation. 40 person hours FMCRD removal and reinstallation,200
person hours motor removal and installation, and 64 person hours cleanup. Typical under vessel
effectNe dose rates are 17 mrem /hr but because of the removal of the recirculation pumps and lines

has been reduced to 8 mrem /hr.

(4) The LPRM/TIP system assumes the servicing of two sensors per year and is based upon a total
of 200 person-hours per year at an effectke dose rate of 60 mrem /hr which is typical for BWR
operations.

(5) Inservice Inspection consists of primarily NDE examination of vessel and piping systems and
welds. Typical BWR values are 2400 person-hours per year at 12 mrem /hr effectNo exposure rate.
ABWR inservice inspection is estimated based upon the following:

Elimination of recirculation lines and pumps with the following sa.'ings:

Elimination of 14 nozzle inspections at 2 per year, saving 360 person hours

Elimination of shield penetration and shield plug removal saving 240 person hours
per year

Reduction 01 weld inspection on recirculation lines estimated at 240 person hour
per year

Reduction in drywell dose by 50% with the provision that the feedwater line dose
is more than half the recirculation line dose and general drywell dose level and
therefore removal of recirculation line inspection is estimated to be weighted at
twice the general drywell dose rate.

Overall it is estimated that by use of automated turtles for inspection person hour
expended in ISI will be reduced by a factor of two.

The ABWR uses a forged ring pressure vessel in comparison to older plate welded sessels
reducing the total vessel weld length inspection by 30% and the total weld inspection by
10 %

The ABWR design incorporates specific access into inspection areas past insulation areas
with an estimated savings of 120 person-hout s.

.

Overall person-hours reduction is 1,200 person-hours at approximately half the typical effective dose
rate or 6 mrem /hr,

(6) Other drywell work includes items such as minor alve maintenance, instrumentation work, and
ali other drywell work. Typical BWR work in thh area estimates 5,500 person hours per year at 17
mrem /hr, Overall reduction in this effort due to ABWR design improvements are:

2-
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Significant sav!ngs in total hours ato estimated due to removal of the recirculation lines
with miscellaneous recirculation line work such as lhe snubbers, fewer drywell cooling
units, and less assembly / disassembly work on insulation due to the use of automated
units. Overallit is estimated that 2.000 person hours savings can be made.

Overall reduction in the dryw, , removal results in the reduction of the overall upper
drywell dose rate to 3 mRom/hr 5 . Ver drywell dose rate to 6 mrem /hr since the
components involved such as dry veil coolers typically do not carry radioactive inventory.
Assuming that of the remaining S,500 person hour,2,000 is upper drywell work and 1,500
is lower crywell work at their respectNe effective dose rates.

12.4.2 Reactor Building Dose

The following provides the basis by which the reactor building dose estimates for
occupational exposure were made.

(1) Vessel access and reassembly typically requires 4500 person-hours of work at an effective dose
rate of 3 mr/hr. The ABWR work will involve the use of an stud tensioner for a 96 bc!! top head. The
projected time to remove 96 bolts with this equipment is between 600 to 1200 person hours. Due to
the larger ABWR vessel and expected reduced water contamination with the improved clean up
system, the estimated projected effectNe dose rate is 2 mrem /hr.

_

(2) ABWR refuelling is accomplished via an automated refuelling bridge. All operations for refuelling
are accomplished from an enclosed automation center off the refuelling floor. Time for refuelling is
reduced from a typical 4,400 person hours down to 2,000 person ard from an effective dose rate of

2.5 mrem /hr to less than 0.6mRom/hr.

(3) RHR/RWCU maintenance work consists of inspections for two pumps per year in each system.
In the RHR system this consumes 150 person-hours per year at an effectNe dose rate of
40 mrem /hr. In the RWCU system this typically uses 1400 person hours per year at an effective
dose rate of 14 mrem /hr. ABWR will used canned pumps for both system with an estimated
reduct'on in maintenance to 100 person hours per pump. With improved water chemistry and
metall reductions % reactor water concentrations due to the two parcent cleanup system the
effectNe dose rate is estimated at two-thirds the typical value for these system.

(4) FMCRD rebuilding est; mates are taken from similar work done in Europe since no significant U.S.
data e:dsts to date. Two drtves will be reouilt at an effectka dose rate of 5 mrem /hr and 30-60
hours per drtve.

(5) Instrumentation work typically requires 1,000 person hours of work por year at an effectNe dose
rate of 5.0 mrem /hr. ABWR should take about the same effort in instrumentailon, however because
of the increased emphasis and Improved water chemistry systems, should reduce the effective dose
rats to two-thirds the typical value or 3.4 mrem /hr.

(6) All other work in the reactor bul| ding typically takes 7,400 person-hours pei year at an effective
dose rate of 2.8mRern/hr. This work includes all valve work, RIP rebuild work, minor maintenance,
and CRD hydraulic line work. The major task in this area is the hydraulic control units which require
5.000 person hours per year at an effectNe dose rate of 3.3 mrem /hr. With the use of the FMCRD
units, an additional savings of 2,000 person-hours is anticipated. In addition, the ABWR reactor
building has been design to provide for ease of maintenance with overhead lifts, coordinated hatch

3
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ways and ample space to maintain in place equipment. In addition, with the exception of one tank
and the pre $sure vessel, all the equipment in the reactor building is removable with those pieces
which can be expected to be moved being palatalized. Because of these factors, an overall
reduction m work of 1,000 person-hours is estimated. Because of the improved water chemistry the
overall effectNe dose rate W anticipated at two-thirds the typical BWR dose rate.

12.4 3 Radwaste Building Dose

Radwaste building work consists of pump and valve maintenance, shipment handling, radwaste
management, and general clean up activity, Typically,6,700 hours are expended per year at an
effectNe dose rate of 5.5 mrem /hr The ABWR radwaste building is designed along the same lines
as newer radwaste facill!!ss overseas. The building incorporates enhanced remote control and
shleiding for handling of resin m&terials which is expected to reduce overall maintenance by 1500 to
2000 hour per year at significantly reductd dose levels. In addition, radwaste pumps for ABWR are
expected to utilze alt drNen, rack mounted pumps. Such pumps whien are designed to handle
slurries have been proven to show much longer life times between maintenance and being basically
a very small portable pump, can be readily replaced. Replaced pumps are then subject to intense
chemical decontamination prior to maintenance and repair. Overseas utilities have reported
occupational exposures typically less than 1 person-rem per year using this design. For ABWR
assuming 2,000 hours reduction in maintenance due to remote handling and an addit'onal 500 hours
reduction for pump replacement,4,200 hours par year are estimated with reduced effectNe dose
rates of 2.5 mrem /hr owing primarily to remotting those jobs involving high radiation exposure.

12.4.4 Turbine Building Dose

(1) Typical BWR valve maintenance in the turbine building uses 1,150 hours per year at an
effectNe dose rate of 9.5 mrem /hr, The valve maintenance requirements for ABWR do not
vary significantly over current plants, therefore the total hours for this type of work is
assumed as approximately the saine excepting m;not adjuattnents for improved valves,
maintenance | lgs, and automated devices will lower the estimated maintenance time to
1,000 hours. The effective dose rate of 9.5 mRom/hr is estimated at one half this value
due to basically improvements in BWR fuel over the gt.rieration of fuel from which this data
was taken bringing the effectNe dose rate down to 4.7 mrem /hr, in addition, beta
shielding is recommended for work on valving where possible which it is estimated will
reduce the overall effective dose rate by an additional 10% to 4.3 mrem /hr.

(2) In a similar fashion the turbine maintenance woik typically requires 18,500 hours of work at
an effectNa dose rate of 0.3 mrem /hr. With additional operational improvements in
automating turbine rnalnter,ance overall work is estimated to be reduced to 15,500 hours.
The effe;tNe dose rate for the turbine is not expected to be as sensitive to fuel
performance as will the turbines but is estimated to reflect a decrease in dose to

0 2mRom/hr for turbine overhaul work.

(3) Work on the turbine hall condensate system typically requires 2,000 hours per year at an
effective dose rate of 7.5 mrem /hr. The condensate system in ABWR uses hollow-fiber
filled filters which require half the maintenance cf typical system. In addition, with the plant
incorporating Fe control in the feodwater system and a significant reduction in cobalt
bearing materials, the overall effective dose rate is estimated at half the above value.

-4
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(4) Other wok in the turbine bulding typically takes 13,140 hours per year at an effectNo dose
rate of 0.imRom/hr, Only minor changes can be assumed with ABWR with some remotei

operations and slight reductions in operating exposures. For the ABWR lt is estimated that
a 10% reduction can be realized with improving technology with no significant change in
dose rate. i

'

12.4.5 Work at Power

Work at power typically requires 5,000 hours per year at an effective dose rate of 6.6 mrem /hr for
the BWR. This category covers literally all aspects of plant maintenance performed during normal
operations from health physics coverage to surveillance, to minor equipment adjustment, and minor
equipment repair. Overall the ABWR has been designed with more automated and remotted
equipment. It is expected that items of routine monitoring will be performed by camera or additional
instrumentation. Most equipment in ABWR is palatalized which permits quick and easy replacement
and removal for decontamination and repair. Therefore a reduction in actual hours need at power is
estimate at 1,000 hours less than the typical value. In the area of effective dose rate, the ABWR is
expected to have significantly lower general radiation levels over current plants owing to more
stringent water chemistry controls, a full flow condensate flow system, a 2% clean up water
program, titanium condenser tubes, Fe feedwater control, and Inw cobatt usage. In addition, the ;
ABWR la the most compartmentalized BWR design which (1) permits '.etter shielding in specific
work areas, and (2) lowers collateral radiation contamination. Overall then it is estimated that the
effective dose rate for work at power will be two thirds the typical rate or 4.5 mrem /hr.

12.4.6 Reicrences

1. Knecht, P.D., 'BWR/6 Drywell and Containment Maintenance and testing Access Time
Estimates". GE Report NEDE 23819, May 1978. i

2. Knecht P.D.,'Maintenince Acceas Time Estimates, BWR/6 Radwaste Building *, GE
Report NEDE 23996-2, May 1979.

3. Knecht, P.D., ' Maintenance Access Time Estimates, BWR/6 Auxulary and Fuel Buildings',
GE Report NEDE 23996-1, May 1979.

4 * Study of Advanced BWR Features, Plant Definition / Feasibility Results', Volume Ill, i
Appendtx Part G, GE NEDD24679, Oct 1979. !

,
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Table 12.41 ;
i

PROJECTED ANNUAL RADIATION EXPOSURE !

t

Person- iOperation SSAR llours .

RemAT |.TaQ; Section per year mrem /hr

Dr twell f

MSIV 12.4.1(1 4,200 1.8 7.4 ;

SRV, RIP,ete 12.4.1(2 1,150 8.7 10.0 .

FMCRD 12.4.1 370 8.1 3.0 ,

LPRM/TIP 12.4.1 200 60.5 12.1 ;

ISI 12.4.1 1,200 6.0 7.2
Other 12.4.1 3,500 4.3 15.0 ,

Total 10,620 54.7 |

Reactor Building i~

Vessel - 12.4.2 1,200 1.5 1.8
. Refueling 12.4.2 2,000 0.6 1.2

RiiR/RWCU 12.4.2 400 9.0 3.6
FMCRD 12.4.2 120 5.0 0.6

'

Instrument 12.4.2 1,000 3.4 3.4
Other 12.4.2 6) 4,400 1.8 8.0 ;

Total 9,120 73.3

Radwaste Building 12.4 3 4,200 2.5 10.5 !

Turbine Building
'

'

Valve Maint 12.4.4 1,000 4.3 43
Turbine Ovrhl 12.4.4 15,500 0.2 3.1
Condensate 12.4.4 1,000 3.8 3.8 i

Other 12.4.4 11,800 0.1 1.2 -

,

Total 29,300 - 12.4
;

-Work at Power 12.4.5 4,000 4.5 18.0

Totals 48,120 114.2 j

.

I

b
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ADVANCED BOILING VATER REACTOR PROGRAM |,

San Jose, California

Hovember 18, 1991

To: Roger Pedersen

Subj ec t: ChapterE12 Update Note e 5

Trom: H.A. Carevay via Jack Tox

This is a short unofficial update note on my progress on ABVR Chapter 12. .

1. Work on Table 12.2 5 continues with the table complete except pipin6
dimensions for four systems. The piping engineer is now off vacation and
should complete his task this week, t

2. Section 12.4 is well on its way to being done. The current draft of 12.4
is attached.

3. New drawings'for the turbine building were received. They may be updated
before my Jan 92 estimate, but the plan is still to update all the drawings in
Chapter 12, section 3 in January 1992. When the drawings are updated, larger ;

'

scale copies (at least my working draft) will be sent to you.

-.

' e

.
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Values referred to as typical for BWR operations are taken from references 1 through 4 which are a
comperdium of maintenance and work tasks for BWR-6, GESSAR.

12 4.1 Drywoll Dose

The following provides the basis by which the drywell dose estimatos for occupational
exposure were mado.

(1) The Main Steam isolation Valves are located in the uppor drywell area (4 valves) and in the
reactor building outboard of the primary containment isolation wali (4 valves). These valves require
periodic testing and maintenanco lo insure propor action and leak tightness. Typical values for
BWR's for maintenance of those valves is 4.000 hours of drywell and 5,000 hours of reactor building
work in effectNe radiation fields of 13.5 mrem /hr and 3 0 mRom/hr tospectNely. The ABWR design
incorporates three specific features to reduce occupational exposure in the MSIV maintenance area:
(1) imptcved water chemistry with lower overall contamination rates, (2) improved maintenance
procedures with some proceduros automated and (3) reduced radiation fields, primarily due to the
absence of the recircutation piping Each a; J is discussed below.

Beginning in the early 1980's the BWR Owner's Group began an extensive study of the
causes for failure of MSlV's to meet the technicalloakage specification limits and extensNe
person hours required to maintain those valves. As a result of those studios, the ABWR will use the
latest technology for valve mainterence including mechanical aids for valve disassembly and
assembly, automated tapping devices, and elightly relaxed leakage specifications to delete
unnecostary maintenance. As a result of those alCs, it is estimated that overall maintenance hours
will bo reduced by 5040 percent.

Early studies on dose rates durinp MSIV maintenance showed incteases i.. dose rate
directly proportional to recirculation line actMty The ABWR has deleted the recirculation lines
entirely thereby removing the singly most significant source of radiation in the drywell. The second
most significant does for MSIV operations will be the deposited and suspended actMty in the
foodwater lines. The depositod actMty in the feodwater lines is expected to be lower than typical
BWRs owing to an enhanced condensate system with full clean up of all condensate water, a 2%
reactor water clean up system, and titanium condenser tubes Additionally, the ABWR is designed
to limit the use of cobalt bearing materials on moving components which have historically been
identified as major sources of in water contamination Overall the foodwater line radiation is
expected to be a factor of two lower tbsn current BWRs. Because of those factors, it is exoected
that the effecdve dose rate in the drywo!! will be 2 mrem /hr and 1.5 mrem /hr in the stoam tunnel
outboard of the primary containment.

(2) Drywell vane and pump maintenance other than the MSIVs consists primarily of maintaining the
Safety Relief Valves (SRVs) which for the most part consist of minor maintenance or removal of
valvos to a maintenance facility, Overall typical values for a BWR for those tasks are 1,450
person-hours por year in an effectivo radiation field of 17 mrem /hr. In the ABWR, the primary

. source of radiation exposure, the recirculation lines and pumps, have been removed. Overall the
reduction in drywell dose level is for these types of maintenance is expected to be a factor of two or
9mRom/hr. Overhead tracks and in place removal equipment is provided in the ABWR for an
estimated person power reduction to 1,150 porson hour por year brokon down Into 200
person-hours for 18 SRV maintenance at 6 mrem /hr,200 person hours por year to pull and replace
3 RIPS with one heat exchanger at 25mRom/hr, and the remainder on miscellaneous valves at

SmRem/hr.

.t.
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(3) Control Rod DrNe mainten&nce is significantly reduced in the ABWR with the introduction of Fine
Motion Control Rod Drives (FMCRD). Based upon European experience, two FMCRDs will be
replaced and repaired per outage along with twenty motors. Estimated work will consist of 64
person-hours under 'assel preparation. 40 person hours FMCRD removal and reinstallation 200
person hours motor removal and installation, and 64 person. hours cleanup. Typical under vteel
effective dose rates are 17 mrem /hr but because of the removal of the recirculation pumps and lines
has been reduced to 8 mrem /hr,

(4) The LPRM/TIP system assumes the servicing of two sensors per year and is based upon a total
of 200 person-hours por year at an effectNe dose rate of 00 mrem /hr which is typical for BWR
operations.

(5) Inservice Inspection consists of primarily NDE examination of vessel and piping systems and
welds. Typical BWR values are 2400 person-hours por year at 12mRom/hr ofiectNe exposure rate.
ABWR inservice inspection is estimatod based upon the following:

Elimination of recirculation lines and pumps with the following ravings:

Elimination of 14 nonle inspections at 2 per year, saving 300 person hours
~

Elimination of shield penetration and shleid plug removal saving 240 person hours
per year

Reduction on weld inspection on recirculation lines estimated at 240 person hour
per year

Reduction in drywell dose by 50% with the provision that the feodwater line dose
is more than half the recirculation line dose and general drywell dose level and
therefore removal of recirculation line inspection is estimated to be weighted at
twice the general drywell dose rate.

Overall it is estimated that by use of automated turtles for inspection person-hour
expended in ISI will be reduced by a factor of two.

The ABWR uses a forgod ring pressure vessel in comparison to older plate welded vessels
reducing the total vessel weld length inspection by 30% and the total weld Inspection by
10%.

The ABWR design incorporates specific access into inspection areas past insulation areas
with an estimated savings of 120 person-hours.

.

Overall person-hours reduction is 1,200 person-hours at approximately half the typical effectNe dose
rate or 6 mrem /hr,

(6) Other dr)well work includes itoms such as minor vane malMenance, instrumentation work, and
all other drywell work. Typical BWR work in this area estimates 5,500 person-hours per year at 17
mRom/hr. Overall reduction in this effort due to ABWR design improvements are:

2-
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Significant savings in total hours are estimated due to removal of the recirculation lines
with miscellaneous recirculation line work such as line snubbers, fewer drywell cooling
units, and less assembly / disassembly work on insulation due to the use of automated
units. Overall it is estimated that 2,000 person hours savings can be made.

Overall reduction in the drywell due to removal results in the reduction of the overall upper
drywell dose rate to 3 mrem /hr and the lower drywell dose rate to 6 mrem /hr since the
components involved such as drywell coolers typically do not carry radioactive inventory.
Assuming that of the remaining 3,500 person-hour,2,0C' is upper drywell work and 1,500
is lower drywell work at their respective effective dose rates.

12.4.2 Reactor Building Dose

The following provides the basis by whl:h the reactor building dose estimates for
occupational exposure were made.

(t) Vessel access and reassembly typically requires 4500 person-hours of work at an effective dose
rate of 3 mr/hr. The ABWR work willinvolve the use of an stud tensioner for a 96 bolt top head. The
projected time to remove 96 bolts with this equipment is between 600 to 1200 person hours. Due to
the larger ABWR vessel and expected reduced water contamination with the improved clean up
system, the estimated projected effective dose rate is 2 mrem /hr.

(2) ABWR refuelling is accomplished via an automated refuelling bridge. All operations for refuelling
are accomplished from an enclosed automation center off the refuelling floor. Time for refuelling is
reduced from a typleal 4,400 person hours down to 2,000 person and from an effective dose rate of
2.5 mrem /hr toless than 0.6 mrem /hr.

(3) RHR/RWCU maintenance work consists of inspections for two pumps por year in each system.
In the RHR system this cons ses 150 person hours por year at an effective dose rate of
40mRom/hr. In the RWCU syJem this typically uses 1400 person-hours per year at an effective
dose rate of 14 mrem /hr. ABWR will used canned pumps for both system with an estimated
reduction in maintenance to 100 person hours per pump. With improved watet chemistry and
overall reductions in reactor water concentrations due to the two percent cleanup system the
effectivo dose rate is estimated at two-thirds the typical value for these system.

(4) FMCRD rebuilding estimates are taken from similar work done in Europe since no significant U.S.
data exists to date. Two drives will be rebuilt at an effective dose rate of 5 mrem /hr and 30-60
hours per drtve.

(S) instrumentation work typically requires 1,000 person hours of work per year at an effective dose
rate of 5.0 mrem /hr, ABWR should take about the same effort in instrumentation, however because
of the increased emphasis and improved water chemistry systems, should reduce the effective dose
rate to two-thirds the typical value or 3.4 mrem /hr.

(6) All other work in the reactor building typically takes 7,400 person-hours per year at an effective
dose rate of 2.8 mrem /hr, This work includes all valve work. RIP rebuild work, minor maintenance,
and CRD hydraulic line work. The major task in this area is the hydraulic control units which require
5,000 person-hours per year at an effective dose rate of 3 3 mrem /hr. With the use of the FMCRD
units, an additional savings of 2,000 porson hours is anticipated. In addition, the ABWR reactor
building has been design to provide for ease of maintenance with overhead lifts, coordinated hatch

3-
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ways and ample space to maintain in place equipment. In addition, with the exceptica of one tank
and the pressure vessel, all the equipment in the reactor building is removable with those pieces
which can be expected to be moved being palatallzed. Because of these f 3ctors, an overall
reduction in work of 1,000 person. hours is estimated Because of the improved water chemistry the
overall effective cuse rate is anticipated at two thirds the typical BWR dose rate.

12.4.3 Radwaste Building Dose

Radwaste building work consists of pump and valve maintenance, shipment handling, radwaste
managrnent, and general clean up activity. Typically,6,700 hours are expended per year at an
effective dm rate of 5.5 mrem /hr. The ABWR radwaste building is designed along the same lines
as newer radwaste facilities overseas. The building incorporates enhanced remote control and
shielding for handling of resin materlats which is expected to reduce overall maintenance by 1500 to
2000 hour per year at significantly reduced dose levels. In addition, radwaste pumps for ABWR are
expected iJ utillze alt driven, rack mounted pumps. Such pumps which are designed to handle
slurries have been proven to show much longer life times between maintenance and being basically
a very sma!! portable pump, can be readily replaced. Replaced pumps are then subject to intense
chemical decontamination prior to maintenance and repair. Overseas utultles have reported
occupational exposures typic.'lly less than 1 person. rem per year using this design. For ABWR
assuming 2,000 hours redu%n in maintenance due M remote hand!!ng and an additional 500 hours

_

reduction for pump replacement 4,200 hours per year are estimated with reduced effective dose
rates of 2.5 mrem /hr owing primarily to remotting those jobs involving high radiation exposure.

12.4.4 Turbine BuHding Dose

(1) Typical BWR valve maintenance in the turbine building uses 1,150 hours per year at an
effective dose rate of 9.5mRom/hr. The valve maintenance requirements for ABWR do not
vary significantly over current plants, therefore the total hours for this type of work is
assumed as approximately the same excepting minor adjustments for improved valves,
maintenance jigs, and automated devices WHIlower the estimated maintenance time to
1,000 hours. The effectivo dose rate of 9.5 mrem /hr is estimated at one half this value
due to basically improvements in BWR fuel over the generation of fuel from which this data
was taken bringing the effective dose rate down to 4.7 mrem /hr. In addition, beta
shielding is recommended for work on valving where possible which it is estimated will
reduce the overall effective dose rate by an additional 10% to 4.3 mrem /hr.

(2) In a simHar fashion the turbine maintenance work typically requires 18.500 hours of work at
an effective dose rate of 0.3 mrem /hr. With additional operational improvements in
automating turbine maintenance overall work is estimated to be reduced to 15,500 hours.
The effectNe dose rate for the turbine is not expected to be as sensitive to fuel
performance as will the turbines but is estimated to reflect a decrease in dose to
0.2 mrem /hr for turbine overhaul work.

(3) Work on the turbine hall condensate system typleally requires 2,000 hours per year at an
effective dose rate of 7.5 mrem /hr. The condensate system in ABWR uses hollow fiber
filled filters which require half the maintenance of typical system. In addition, with the plant
incorporating Fe control in the fr 9dwater system and a significant reduction in cobalt
bearing materials, the overall effective dose rate 4 estimated at half the above value.
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(4) Other work in the turbine building typically takes 13,140 hours per yeat at an effective dose
rate of 0.1 mrem /hr. Only minor changes can be assumed with ABWR with some remote
operations and slight reductions in operating exposures For the ABWR lt is estimated that
a 10% reduction can be reallzod with improving technology with no significant change in
dose rate.

12.4.5 Work at Power

Work at power typically requires 5,000 hours per year at an effective dose rate of 6.6 mrem /hr for
the BWR. This category covers literally all aspects of plant maintenance performed during normal
operations from health physics coverage to surveillance, to minor equipment adjustrnent, and minor
equipment repair. Overall the ABWR has been designed with more automated and iemotted
equipment. It is expected that items of routine monitoring will be performed by camera or additional
instrumentation. Most equipment in ABWR is palatalized which permns quick and easy replacement
and removal for decontamination and repair. Therefore a reduction in actual hours need at power is
estimate at 1,000 hours less than the typical value. In the area of effective dose rate, the ABWR is
expected to have significantly lower general radiation levels over current plants owing to more
stringent water chemistry controls, a full flow condensate flow system, a 2% clean up water
program, titanium condenser tubes, Fe feedwater control, and low cobalt usage. In addition, the
ABWR is the most compartmentalized BWR design which (1) permits better shielding in specific
work areas, and (2) lowers col'ateral radlation contamination. Overall then it is estimated that the
effective dose rate for work at power will be two thirds the typical rate or 4.5 mrem /hr.

12.4.6 References

1. Knecht, P.D., *BWR/6 Drywell and Containment Maintenance and testing Access Time
Estimates", GE Report NEDE 23819, May 1978.

2. Knecht, P.D.,' Maintenance Access Time Estimates BWR/6 Radwaste Building" GE
Report NEDE 23996 2. May 1979.

3. Knecht, P.D.,' Maintenance Access Time Estimates, BWR/6 Auxiliary and Fuel Buildings",
GE Report NEDE 239961, May 1979.

4. ' Study of Advanced BWR Features, Plant Definition / Feasibility Results" Volume lil,
Appendix Part G, GE NEDE-24679. Oct 1979.
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Table 12.4-1

PROJECTED ANNUAL RADIATION EXPOSURE

Operation SSAR llours Person-
.Tml; Section per year mrem /hr Rem /vr

Drywell
MSIV 12.4.1 4,200 1.8 7.4
SRV, RIP,ete 12.4.1 1,150 8.7 10.0
FMCRD 12.4.1 370 8.1 3.0
LPRM/TIP 12.4.1 200 60.5 12.1
ISI 12.4.1 1,200 6.0 7.2
Other 12.4.1 3.500 4.3 15.0-

Total 10,620 54.7

Reactor Building
Vessel 12.4.2 1,200 1.5 1.8
Refueling 12.4.2 2,0:)0 0.6 1.2

RHR/RWCU 12.4.2 400 9.0 3.6
FMCRD 12.4.2 120 5.0 0.6
Instrument 12.4.2 1,000 3.4 3.4
Other 12.4.2 6) 4,400 1.8 8.0

Total 9,120 73.3

Radwaste Building 12.4.3 4,200 2.5 10.5

Turbine Building
Valve Maint 12.4.4 1.000 4.3 4.3
Turbine Ovrhl 12.4.4 15,500 0.2 3.1
Condensate 12.4.4 1,000 3.8 3.8
Other 12.4.4 11,800 0.1 1.2

Total 29,300 12.4 -

Work at Power 12.4.5 4,000 4.5 18.0

Totals 48,120 114.2

- -
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ADVANCED BOILING VATER REACTOR PROGRAM
San Jose, California

November 8, 1991

To: Roger Pedersen

Subj ect: Chapter 12 Update Note a 4

From: H.A. Careway via Jack Fox

This is a short unofficial update note on my progress on ABVR Chapter 12.

Complet ed SGTS inventory, see Table 12.2 30 attached.

The following is a general update on the current outstanding items.

Original Item to be completed. Current Status New
Due Date >

Date
,

1. Oct 31 Section 12.4 on Occupational Only 106 complete. Nov 19
exposure will be expanded to
include rational and basis for
choosing radiation levels and
occupational exposure times.
Detailed discussions will be
given for each major item in
Table 12.4-1,

2, Oct 17 Table 12.2 5 will be expanced to 95% completed. Nov 18
further define the radiation Awaiting geometry
sources in the plant. For each definition on SGTS and
source in the plant, the best piping sizing on RCIC,
estimate of the source geometry CUV, FPCU, and SPCU
will be given along with a pipes. SGTS,
detailed description of the Recombiner and SJAE
radiation shielding surrounding tables were added as a
each source, result of this

- activity.

3. Oct 24 All pipe chases will be reviewed This item has been see 2.
. and as complete description of combired with item 2

the pipes and fluid contents will above. Only the
be provided. In the case where radioative pipe chases
chases carrying small pipes has will appear in the
ri-t yet been detailed, a table. There are a
reasonable estimated will be large number of pipe
provided. chases, especially

.
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along the Reactor
Building outer wall
which carry
non radioative fluids.
The new drawings (see

,

items 9 and 10) will ;

indicate these as '

non radioactive pipe-

'

chases. >

4. Oct 25 A detailed evaluation of the TIP The shielding in the Jan 92
system and fts shielding drywell area was found
especially with respect to to be inadequate in
personal work areas in the lower the event of ,

.

drywell vill be supplied. inadvertent movement
Additional detailed drawings will of the TIP during
be supplied to fully describe the outages. A design
3 D shields, change has been

requested to interlock
close the TIP ball
valves when che '-

reactor is not in
"RUN" mode. ,

5. Oct 15 Further details on personal A new section 12.3.2.3 Nov 19
access and shielding will be was added describing
supplied on the areas between the the steam line and
control building and the turbine building interface,
bulding. Details on shielding It cannot be
for the main steam lines will be determined whether
rcovided, there is access

between the buildings
at this time.
Preliminary
calculations also
indicate a maximum *

dose rate of 7 mrem /hr
in between the
buildings which may
mean an increase in
the minimuin shielding
thickness of 1.6
meters.

6. Oct 15 Detailed sketch with source Complete. Based upon Jan 92
description will be provided of the NRC analysis, a
the upper drywell in tespect to proposed change has,

fuel handling and the gotential been submitted to
for radiation exposure to workers provide more shielding
in the upper drywell from a fuel in the upper drywell.
drop accident. Date for submittal of

modification to NRC is
unknown.

|
|

|

,. . , . . . . , , . . . . , - .n--. . - - , --
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7. Oct 25 Complete detailed drawings will Detailed d*awings are Jan 92
-be supplied of the drywell area given in Chapter 1. A
outling major radiacion areas and set of these drawin68
sources. will be added I;

Chpater 12 for
refueling operation 9

,

only.

8. Oct 25 Current design will be reviewed Completed. SC'. S ,

as to possibility of missing Filter train, SJAE.
'

radiati; n sources. In Recombiner, RIP llent

particular, the drywell will be Exchanger added to
reviewed in detail and items such Table 12.2 5.
as the RIP heat exchangers will
be investigated for potential
worker exposure.

9. Oct 31 Additional detail will be Completed. See Table Jan 92
supplied on_the radwaste building 12.2 5. Radwaste
as available. Detail not bulling drawings will
available will be supplied as be updated to conform
interface requirement. to lotest changes,

,

,

10. Oct 31 Additional drawing will be Additional detail has Jan 92
supplied on the Turbine ' uilding been added as Table
to more completely detail 12.2 5. Turbine
radiation source expeciall in and buildins drawings will
around the offgas system. be updated with

general update in Jan
92,

.

3

m
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Table 12.2 30 3
a

Stand by Gas Treatment System inventory

Isotone Curies Isotone Curies
1 131' 1.5E-02 Y 91~ 8.5E 04
1132 1.5E 03 Y-92 3.6E-04

'
l133 1.1E-02 Y 93 6.7E-04
1134 1.0E 03 Zr-95 1.9E 04
1135 4.8E-03 Nb 95 1.0E N

Mo-99 2.0E-03
Tc 99m 1.9E-N

Na 24 1.7E-02 Ru 103 2.9E 04
P-32 7.4E 03 Rh 103m 2.9E 04
Cr 51 4.4E 01 Ru 106 4.0E-N
Mn 54 5.4E-02 Rh 1% 4.0E-04
Mn 56 1.5E-02 Ag 110m 1.1E-10
Fe 55 1.8E + 00 Te-129m 4.9E 04
Fe-59 3.5E 03 Te 131m 4.6E-05
Co-58 3.7E-02 Te-132 1.2E-05
Co 60 9.6E 01 Cs 134 6.2E-03
Ni-63 4.7E-04 Cs 136 8.7E-05
Cu 64 6.0E-03 Cs-137 3.3E-02
Zn 65 1.8E-02 Cs 138 1.0E-04 :

Rb 89 2.5E-05 Ba 140 1.9E-03
Sr89 1.9E-03 La 140 1.9E-03
Sr-90 3.2E 03 Ce 141 3.6E-04
Y-90 3.2E-03 Ce-144 3.1E-04
Sr-91 6.2E N Pr-144 3.1E 04
Sr92 4.7E N W-187 1.1E-04

Np 239 -7.0E-03

.

)

I
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ADVANCED BOILING WATER REACTOR PROGRAM
San Jose, Calhornia

November 4,1991
,

To: Roger Pedersen

Subject: Chapter 12 Update Note # 3

From: HI. Careway via Jack Fox

This is a short unofficial upc;s's note on my progress on ABWR Chapter 12.

The entire week was spent is caloping the data for Table 12.2-29 on the Steam Jet Air
Ejector inventory. The draft table is attached.

,

>

b *

L

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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Table 12.2 29'

Steam Jet Air Ejector Inventory in Curies

1st Stage- 2nd Stage
Isotope Ejector Condenser Elector

Kr-83m 6.8E-04 " 2.0E-02 2.0E-03 |
' Kr-85m 1.2E 03 3.7E-02 3.7E-03
Kr 85 - 4.0E-06 1.2E-04 1.2E-05
Kr-87 - 4.0E-03 1.2E-01 1.2E 02

- Kr-88 4.0E-03 1.2E 01 1.2E-02
Kr-89 2.5E 02 7.5E-01 7.5E-02

- Kr-90 - 4.5E-02 1.4E + 00 1.4E 01
Kr 91 3.0E-02 8.9E-01 8.9E-02
Kr 92 1.5E-03 4.6E-02 4.6E-03-

Kr-93 7.9E 05 2.4E 03 2.4E-04
Kr 941

- 4.0E-10 1.2E-08 1.2E 09
2.1E 17 6.4E-16 6.4E 17

Kr-95
Kr 07 1.5E 25 4.5E 24 4.5E-25
Totrit KR - 1.1E-01 3.3E + 00 3.3E-01

Xe 131m 3.0E-06- 9.0E 05 9.0E-06 .

Xe-133m 5.8E-05 1.7E-03 1.7E-04
Xe-133 1.6E-03 4.9E-02 4.9E-03
Xe-135m -5.2E 03 1.5E-01 1.5E-02
Xe-135 4.4E-03 1.3E-01 1.3E-02 '

Xe-137 2.9E-02 8.7E 01 8.7E-02
Xe-138 1.8E-02 5.3E-01 5.3E 02
Xe-139 4.7E-02 1.4E + 00 1.4E 01

'

Xe-140 - 3.6E 02 1.1E + 00 1.1E-01
Xe-141 8.5E-04 2.6E-02 2.6E-03

' Xe-142 15.0E-05 1.5E-03 1.5E 04
Xe-143 2.2E-13 6.7E-12 6.7E-13
Xe-144 1.1E-07 ' 3.3E-06 - 3.3E-07 .,

Total XE 1.4E 01 4.3E + 00 4.3E-01

Noble Gas'

Totals 1.1E-01 7.6E + 00 7.6E-01

- N-16' 3.5E-01 1.3E+ 01 1.3E + 00
4

Notes:
f

' Value given is estirr.ated N-16 inventory at 100% power. Value varies in a 1 unknown
fashion with power. Based upon operating measurements, the value for N-16 at 20%

_ power is close ta zero.

.
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' ADVANCED BOILING W' rt REACTOR PROGRAM- >

San Jose, California

- October 28,1991

To: . Roger Pedersen

Subject: . Chapter 12 Update Note # 2
,

From: H.A. Careway via Jack Fox

This is a short unofficial update note on my progress on ABWR Chapter 12.

General Radiation Sources

The last sentence of subsection 12.2.1.2 will be reolaced with the following to better
describe Table 12.2-5.

Table 12.2-5 presents an overview of the radioactive sources found in the ABWR
excluding the reactor pressure vessel This table is divided into four sections.

- The first section lists all major radioactive sources, the table which provides the >

source term information for the component, and the. figure in section 12.3 (or ,

chapter 1) in which the component location is shown along with coordinates icr
the component, in addition, the approximate geometry of the component is
supplied. This geometry in most cases is only approximate and represents an -
generic application as cc.c. pared to specific details for a vendor supplied
component. The second section of Table 12.2 5 gives for each component the
estimated source distribution in each component. Again this is estimated and will-

depend on final design parameters with vendor specific application. The third
section o| Table 12.2-5 lists room dimensions and wall thickness for each
component. This data is taken from the arrangement drawings and represents
minimal values. Actual waN dimensions may vary according to ITAC
requirements or final construction requirements. The fourth section of Table
12.2 5 lists pipe chases, the major pipe routing through these chases, and piping
datat Only chases carrying significant radioactive sources are listed. -4

Some areas of the plant show shielded areas without any designation to any-.
radioactive component. These are primarily areas found around the primary.
containment boundary." For example, in Figure 12.3-5 at coordinate (RF,R4) a -

'

.' shielded area is shown with break down walls without any designated-

component. This area represents shielded penetration areas for r.on radioactive
- components and can be cross referenced to Figure 1.2-13. Reference to Figure
1~ 2-13a shows electrical penetrations from the priman/ containment into the.

- shielded area at (RF R4) on Figure 12.3-5.

The latest update to Table 12.2-5 is attached. Work on this table has halted temporarily .
due to the two people I need to answer specific questions on the SGTS and the piping - ,

-

systems are on vacation.- They will be back second week in November at which time the
__ table will be completed.

.

_
___.

I
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Main Steam Tunnel

New Section: 12.3.2.3

(6) Main Steam Tunnel

The main steam tunnel extends from the primary containment boundary in the
'

reactor building through the control building into the turbine building up to the
turbine stop valves. The primary purpose of the steam tunnelis to shield the
plant complex from N 16 camma shine in the main steam lines. A minimum of
1.6 meters of corerete or its equivalent (other material or distance) is required on
any ray pathway from the main steam lines to any point which may be inhabited
dun,ng normal operations. The design of the steam tunnelis shown on figures
1.214,1.2-15,1.2 20,1.2-21, and 1.2 28. The tunnelis classified as Seismic
Category I in the reactor building and in the control building and is designed to
UBC Seismic Standards in the turbine building. The interface between the
buildings provides for a bayonet connection to permit differential building motion
during seismic events and shielding in the areas between the buildings. The
exact details on the bayonet design are not shown on the referenced

-
- arrangement drawings but requires complete shielding in the building interface

area. The tunnel also serves a secondary purpose as a relief and release
pathway for high energy events in the reactor building. Anv hign energy event
(line break) in tne reactor building will tnrough a series of blow out panneis, vent
into the steam tunnel and from the steam tunnel through the tunr.el vent shaft to
the turbine building (see Figure 1.2 28) for processing to the plant stack. See
Subsection 6.2.3.3.1 for a more complete description of this function.

.

r - w , . a
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Table 12.2-5 Radiation Sources

a. Radiation Sources
Source
Table ff; DM=iN lotation arrrorimate Geemetry

12.2-6 RHR Heat Exchanger 12.3-1 (R1,RF) Rt Cylndr (r=0.9m.1=7m)
(R6,RA)
(R6,RF)

12.2-8 RCIC Turbine 12.3-1 (R6.RC Rt Cylnde (r=0.5m,1=0.7ml
12 2 9 CW Filter Demineralizer 12.3-3 (R2,RB 2 Tanks, Rt Cyledr (r=0.6m.1=3.3m)

12.2-10 RVCU Regen Heat Exchanger 12.3-2 (R1,RC) Rt Cylnde { r=0.4m,1=6.8m)
12.2-11 RVCU Non-Regen Heat Exchanger 12.3 1 (R1.RC) Rt Cyl ndr ,r=0.4m,1 =5.5m)
12.2 13.1 LCV Collector Tank 12.3 37 ITEM 7 2 Tanks. Rt Cylndr (r=4.m.l.9.4m)

12.2 13.2 LCV Filter 12.3 39 ITEM 12 Rt Cylnde (r=0.h.1=2.5m)
12.2 13 a LCV Demineraltrer 12.3-39 ITEM 11 Rt Cylndr (r=0.6m,1=2.Bm)
12.2-13.4 LCV Sample Tank 12.3 38 ITEM 8 2 Tanks, Rt Cyl:Jr (r=4.m.l.9.4m)

12.2-13.5 HCW Collector Tank 12.3 37 ITEM 13 Rt Cylndr (r=2.2m.1=4.3m)
12.2-13.6 HCW Deminereltzer 12.3-39 ITEM 20 Rt Cylnde (r=0.6m.1=2.8m)
12.2-14 Offges 12.3-50 (TF,T2) Tank 1. Rt Cylndr (r=0.Em,1=1.6m)

Tanks 2 9. Rt Cylnde (r=1.1n.,1=7.6m)

12.2 29' Steam Jet Air Ejector 12.3 51 (TF,72) Rt Cylndr (r=0.15m,1=4.6m)
R! Cylndr (r=0,76m.l.6.1m)
Rt Cylndr (r=0.2m.1=4.6m)

12.2-14 Offgas Recombiner 12.3-51 (TF,T2) Rt cylndr (r=1.4m,1=7m)

12.2 15.1 CW Backwash Receiving Tank 12.3 1 (R2,RB) Rt Cylndr (r=2.2m.1 5.7m)
12.2-15.2 CF Bach ash Receiving Tank 12.3 49 (TO.T4) Rt Cylndr (r=2.2m.1=5.7m)

-12.2-15.3 Phase 5ecaretor 12.3 38 11EM 30 2 Tanks, Rt Cylndr (r=2.4m.1=6.0m)

12.2-15.4 Spent Resin Storage Tank 12.3 38 ITEM 31 Rt Cylnde (r=2.0m.1=5.7m)
12.2 15.5 Concentrated Vaste Tank 12 3-37 ITEM 35 Rt Cylndr (r=1.5m.1 4.4m).

12.2-15.6 Sol Oryer Feed Tank 12.3 41 ITEM 39 Rt Cylndr (r=1.6m.1=3.2m)

12.2-15.7 Sol Dryer (outlet) 12.3-39 1TCA 55 Rt Cylndr (r=0.2m.l.3.2m)
12.2-15.8 Sol Pelettier 12.3 38 ITEM 58 RtCylndr(r=0.4m.1=2.5m)
12.2-15.9 Sol Mist Separator (steaml 12.3-39 ITEM 56 Rt Cylr.dr tr=0.1m.1 2.8m)

12.2-15.10 Sol Condenser 12.3-40 1 TEM 57 Rt Cylndr (r=0.2m,1=1.4m)
12.2-15.11 sol Drum 12.3 39 (2.0) Rt Cylndr (r=0.3m.l.0.8m)

Box (1.5m 1.5mx1m)
~

12.2-16 FPC Filter Deminereltzer 12.3-3 (R2.RB) Rt Cylndr (r=0.7m,1=3.4m)

12.2 17 Sucp Pool Cleanup System * 12.3 3 (R2,RA) Rt Cylnde (r=0.7m.1=3.4m)
12.2-18 Control Rod Ortve System' 12.3-2 (R4,RF) Otstributed Source
1?.2 24 Transverse incere Probe 12.3-2 (R4,RB) Distributed Source

b
12.2-25 Reactor Internal Pumps 12.3-2 (RF R11 Distributed Source
12.2-25 RIP Heat Exchanger 1,2-3b El 3000 Rt Cylndr (r=0.322m,1=2.9m)
12.2-26 Turbine Mostture Sep/ Reheater 12.3-52 (T6,TC) Rt Cylndr (r=1.8m.).31.m)

12.2 27 Turbine Condenser 12.3-53 (TD.TG) Distributed Source
12.2 28 Condenser Filter /Deminerallter

Filter 12.3-51 (TC-T2) 3 Tanks, Rt Cylndr (r=1.4m.1=6.1m)
Demtnereltzer 12.3-51 (TC,T3) 6 Tanks, Rt Cylndr(r=1.7m.h 5.1m)

Appiteant Spent Fuel Storage 12.3-6 (R4,RF) See Drawings
12.2-30 SGTS Filter Train 12.3 7 (R2,RB) ME84

Notes

* Maintenance Facility
* Maintenance Factitty, see Figure 1.2-38 Elevation 3000 for drywell location
* Suppression pool clean up F/0 uses second of Fuel Pool F/0

. - - . - -_
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S. Source Geometry

Cen oaeat jlstred $M e'diao Sou*ce G*?*etry

RHR Heat Exchanger Homogenous source over volume of heat excharger
RClC Turbine Ho*ogenous source over volume of turbine
CW Filter Demineralizer 83 of source in first 15cm, remainder dispersed over volume.

RdCU Regen Heat Exchanger Homogenous source over volume of exchanger
RVCU Non+ Regen Heat Exchanger Homogenous Source over volume of exchanger
LCW Collector Tank B3 non soluoles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly af spersed in volume

LCW Filter Homogenous source over volume of filter
LCW Demineralizer $3 of source in first 15cm, rest evenly dispersed over volume
LCV Sample Tank Homogenous source over volume of tank

HCV Collector Tank Homcgenous source over volume of tank
HCW Cemineralizer 63 of source in first 15cm, rest evenly dispersed over volume
Offgas 93 of source in first tank in first (upper) 30 ci, rest evenenly dispersed.

Renaining tanks, homogenous source over tank volume.

b
Steam Jet Air Ejegter Homogenous source over volume of ejector
Offgas Recombiner Homogenous source over subcomponent, see Figure 12.2 14*

CW Backwash Receiving Tank 83 non solubles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in volume
CF Back. ash Recetving Tank 63 non soluoles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in volume
Phase teparator 93 non-solubles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in volume

Spent Resin storage Tank Homogenous source over volume of tank
Concentrated Waste Tank 93 non-solubles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in volume
Sol Dryer Feed Tank Source evenly dispersed over volume

Sol Cryer (outlet) Source evenly disper sed over volume
Sol Feletizer Source evenly disperseo over volume
Sol Hist Separato* (steam) Source evenly dispersed over volume

Sol Condenser Source evenly dispersed over volume
Sol Drum Scurce evenly dtspersed over volume
FPC Filter Demineralizer 9 3 insolutles in first 15 cm, rest of source evenly dispersed over volume

Suopression Pool Cleenup System 93 insolubles tn first 15 cm. rest of source evenly dispersed over volume
Control Rod Drive System Exposure cepencent, assume evenly dispered over length of blece
Transverse incore Proce Point or line geometry, see Table 12.2 24

Reactor Internal Pumps Cylindrical source coupled to water bearing components
RIP Heat Exchanger Homogenous source over volume of exchanger *

Turbine Hostture Sep/ Reheater Homogenous source over volume of component

Turbine Condenser Homogenous source over volume of condenser
Condenser Ftiter/Demineralizer

Filter Source evenly stspersed over volume of filter
Demineralizer 93 insoluSles in first 15 cm, rest of source evenly dispersed over volume

Spent Fuel Storage Applicant
SGT5 Filter Train 93 Particulates on HEPA filter, remaining on charcoal filter

M12.1

*See Offgas Recombiner Description, subsection 11.3, use inventory for preheater, recombiner, condenser and cooler
{or reccanbiner inventory for shielding applications,
Radiaticts levels in SJsE and Reemtoiner highly dependent upon power level. Actual measurements on 5JAE condenser

contact dose rate are 20 Rads /hr at 100% power and 'ess than SmRad/hr at 20% power.

. . . . _ _ _ _ . _
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C. Shielding Geometry in meters

gg rpm Di *eM i P S W611 Thickaett in *eters'
Length actn reight [ast West korth Sath floor Ceiling

RHR Heat Exchanger 12.6 5.6 5,6 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 Ground 0.8
RCIC Turbire 14.6 7.8 5.6 0.8 2 0.6 0.6 Ground 0.8
CW Filter Demineraltrer 2.8 3 7.4 0.8 1 0.8 1 0.5 hatch

RVCU Regen Hest Exchanger 7.7 3.6 6 1.4 1.4 1 1.4* 0.8 0,5
PVCU hon-Regen heat Exchanger 7.4 4.4 5.6 1 1 1 l' Ground 0.8
LCV Collector Tane. 19 1 13 1.2 0.8 0.8 1.2 Groand 0.8

LCW Filter 16.4 10.6 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
bLCV Demineralizer 19.6 10.6 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

LCW 3 ample Tank 19 10 13 1.2 0.8 1.2 0.8 Grou d 0.8n

HCW Collector lang 9 11.2 5.4 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.2 Ground 0.8
HCV Demineralizer 19.6 10.6 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Offgas 9.1 11 16 1 1 1 1 2.5 1

Steam Jet Air Ejectc* 9.1 14,2 7 1 1 1 1 1 1

and Recombiner Room

CW Baenwash Recetvtng Tank 6.6 7.4 5.6 1 0.8 0.8 1 Ground 0.8
CF Backuten Receiving Tank 5 5 25 1 1 1 1 2.5 Hatch
Phase Separator 16 8.4 4.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.2 0.8 0.8

Spent Restn Storage Tank 6.4 6.4 4.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Concentrated Waste Tank 4;6 5 5.4 0.8 0.8 1.2 0.8 Ground 0.8
Sol Oryer Feed Tank 94 7.2 6.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

Sol Oryer (outletf 9.2 5.2 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Sol Pelettrer 9.2 5.2 6.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Sol Mist Separator (steam)* 9.2 5.2 8 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8

Sol Condenser 4.2 7.2 6.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Sol Drum 3.2 3 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 18 0.8 0.8
FPC Filter Demineraltzer 3.2 3.2 7.4 0.8 1 0.8 .8 0.5 Natch

Suppression Pool Cleanup 5ys 3.2 3.2 7.4 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 Match
g

Control Rod Ortve System 7.6 33.4 5.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.6
Transverse Incore Prcee 4 73 2.7 1 1 1 1 Mez: 0.6

Reactor Internal Pumps # 8.2 8.5 5.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.6
RIP Heat Exchanger Prtmary Contatnment

Turbine Motsture Sep/ Reheater 12.4 47.6 8.5 1 1 1 1 1 1

Turbine Condenser 14.2 36 25 3.5 2.5 1 1 2.5 Turbine
8

Cor. denser Filter 5 21.1 8 2.5 1 1 1 1 Hatch
Condenser Deminereltzer 9.8 17.3 9 1 1 1 1.6 1 1

8Spent Fuel Storage 9.4 14 4.1 2 2 2 2 2 7.4

SGT5 Filter Train 14.4 5 8.2 - 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 2 0.6

f.2311

* Moveable Vall
b LCV 6nd HCV Domineralizer share same room
* Solt6 dryer and Mist Separator share same room
# 7.4 meter water depth above fuel elements
* North refers to plant 0 degree orientation, east = 90 degrees
, Maintenance Facility
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Of.-Pipe Chase Detail

humbe- $hield Vall Thickness in reters
Pire $ race (P$1 1,tytt,], lentien $Y$te9 b[11 k1[[ },93f,$,[ hd M- N?th M
RHR(A) IF (RC R6) RHR 1 273x237 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6

RCIC RS 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
B1F (PC,RB) RHR 1 273x237 RC 0,6 PC 0.6 0.6

RCIC RS 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
B2F (CC.R6) RHR 1 :'3x237 RC' O.6 PC 0.6 0.6

RCIC R$ 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
B3F (RC,RA) RHR 1 273x237 RC 0.6 PC . 0.6 0.6

RCIC RS 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
RNR(B) IF (RO,R2) RHR 1 273x237 RC PC 0.6 0,6 0.6

HPr.F 1 334x303 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6
81F (RO,R2)- RHR 1 273x237 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6

HPCF 1 334x303 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6
B2F (RD.R2) RHR 1 273x237 _RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6

HPCF 1 334x303 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6
B3F (RE R2) RHR 1 273x237 RC PC 0.6 0.6 0.6

HPCF 1 334303 RC PC C.6 0.6 0.6*

RHR(C) IF (RER6) RHR 1 273x237 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
HPCF 1 334x303 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6

BIF (RE.R6) RHR 1 273x237 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
HPCF 1 334x303 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6

B2F (RE,R6) RHR 1 273a237 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6
NPCF 1 334x303 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6

B3F (RE.R6) RHR 1 273x237 RC 0.6 PC 3.6 0.6
HPCF 1 334x303 RC 0.6 PC 0.6 0.6

CRO-A B2F (RB.R3) CR0 Control rod drive lines
CRO-B B2F (RB,R5) CRn Control rod drive lines
CRO-C B2F (RF R3) CR0 Control rod drive lines
CRO-O B2F (RF RS) CR0 Control rod artve lines
FPC/CUV 2F (RB,R3) FPC 1% RC 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

IF (RB R3) FPC 1% RC 1.2 1.2 1,2 1.2
CUW

Bir (RB,R3) FPC 1% RC
CW

MSL/F0V' 1F (RB,R4) MSL
F0V

SPCU

Notes

* Pipe size given as outside diamter in millimeters and instde diameter in millimeters. ,e

Source is defined by RC reactor coolant water, see Tables 11.2 2 througn 11.2-5, RS is reactor steam, see
Tables 11.2-1 and 4

. .
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ADVANCED BOLLING WATER REACTOR PROGRAM
San Jose, California

- October 18,1991
x-

To: Roger Pedersen
,

Subject: Chapter 12 Updata Note

Fcc;n: H.A. Careway via Jack Fox

This is a short unofficial update note on my progress on ABWR Chapter 12. *

General Radiation Sources

By now you should have received Amendment 18 to the SSAR which contains the first
-issuance of Table 12.2 5. This table is being expanded to include shielding data and
pipe chases. _ Attached to this note is my current working draft of this table. If you find
that I am leaving out something i said I would provide or feel the format is wrong, let me
know. ,

Ucoer Drvwell and Fuel Handlino Accident

After our phone conversation, I took this 3roblem to my management. Currently the
3|an is to add a lip onto the upper drywel structure to shield against a dropped fuel
aundle.- The lip willinvolve a one inch steel plate and 6-8 inches of concrete. We still i
have much work to do on this and this is only in the conceptual stage but we are -
working on it. A sketch is attached to better show the idea. '

.

Transverse incore Probe

. There is no way I can see to shield workers from an inadvertent motion of the TIP. But I
did find out that there is a ball va!ve on each TIP line coming out of the TIP room. I have
requested and there is formal design activity now to interlock these ba!! valves such that
when the master run switch is r.ot in run, the valves are locked closed to stop TIP motion
beyond the valves.- Final approval and an amendment to the SSAR maybe
mid November. (Side note: SBVIR has no TIP systemilll)

-General Arrangement,

_ l've been told there is another updated set of arrangement drawings coming out. When
- they do, I'll update all the Chapter 12 drawings . No major changes, just some door
movement, etc.

- . - . - . . ... .- -- .-. - --- - . . - --
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Table 12.2-5 Radiation Sources

a, Radiation Sources
Source
lillt 12; Drawino Locettog Arreed mate Geometry

12.2-6 RHR Heat Exchanger 12.3-1 (R),RF) Rt Cylndr (r=0.9m.1=7m)
(R6,RA)
(R6 RF)

12.2 8 RCIC Turbine 12.3-1 (R6,RC) Rt Cylndr (r=0.5m,1=0.7m)
12.2-9 CW Filter Deminereltrer 12.3 3 (R2,RB) 2 Tanks, Rt Cylndr (r=0.6m.1=3.3m)

12.2-10 RWCU Regen Heat Fuchanger 12.3-2 (R1,RC) Rt Cylndr (r=0.4m.1=6.8m)
12.2 11 RWCU hon-Regen Heat Exchanger !!.3 1 (RI.RC) Rt Cylndr (r=0.4m.1 5.5m)
12.2-13.1 LCV Collector Tank 12.3 37 ITEM 7 2 Tanks, Rt Cylndt (r=4.m.1=9,4m)

12.2-13.2 LCV filter 12.3 39 ITEM 12 Rt Cylnor (r=0.5m.1=2.5m)
12.2-13.3 LCV Deminerallier 12.3-39 ITEM 11 Rt Cylnde (r=0.6m.1=2.8m)
12.2-13.4 LCV Sample Tank 12.3 38 ITEM 8 2 Tanks. Rt Cylndr (r=4.m,1 9.4m)

12.2 13.5 HCW Collector Tank 12.3-j7 ITEM 13 Rt Cylndr (r=2.2m.l.4.3m)
12.2-13.6 HCW Demineraltrer 12.3-39 ITEM 20 RtCylndr(r=0.6m.l.2.8m)
12.2-14 Offgas 12.3-50 (TF.T2) Tank 1, Rt Cylndt (r=0.6m,1=7.6m)

Tanks 2-9, Rt Cylndr (r=1.1m,1=7.6m)

-
,

Steam .)et Air Ejector 12.3-51 (TF,T2) RtCylndr(r=0.15m,1=4.6m)12.2+29
Rt Cylnde (r=0.76m.1=6.1m)
Rt Cylndr (r=0.2m,1=4.6m)

'12.2-14 Offgas Recombiner 12.3-51 (TF T2) Rt Cylndr (r=1,4m.l.7m)

12.2 15.1 CW Backwash Receiving Tank 12.3-1 (R2,RB) Rt Cylndr (r=2.2m.l 5.7m)
-12.2-15.2 CF Backwash Receiving Tank 12.3-49 (TD,T4) Rt Cylndr (r=2.2m,1=5.7m)
12.2 15.3 Phase Separator 12.3-38 ITEM 30 2 Tanks, Rt Cylndr (r=2.4m.1=6.0m)

12.2-15.4 Spent Resin Storage Tank 12.3-38 ITEM 31 RtCylnde(r=2.0m,1=5.7m)
12.2-15.5 Concentrated Waste Tank 12.3 37 ITEM 35 Rt Cylndr (r=1.5m,1=4.4m)
12.2-15.6 Sol Oryer Feed Tank 12.3-41 ITEM 39 Rt Cylndr (r=1.6m 1=3.2m)

12.2-15.7 Sol Dryer (outlet) 12.3-29 ITEM $5 dtCylnde(r=0.2m.1=3.2m)
12.2-15.8 Sol Pelettrer 12.3 38 ITEM 58 Rt Cylnde (r=0.4m.1=2.5m)
12.2-15.9 Sol Mtst Separator (steam) 12.3-39 ITEM $6 RtCylnde(r=0.1m,1=2.8m)

12.2-15.10 Sol Condenser 12.3-40 ITEM 57 Rtcylnde(r=0.2m.1=1.4m)
12.2-15.11 Sol Drum 12.3-39 (2,D) Rt Cylndr (r=0.3m.1=0.8m)-

Box (1.5mx1.5mx1m)
12.2-16 ' FPC Filter Demineralizer 12.3-3 (R2.RB) Rt Cylndr (r=0,7m.l.3.4m)

12.2 17 Supp Pool Cleanup System * 12,3-3 (R2,RA) Rt Cylndr (r=0.7m,1=3.4m)
12.2 18 Control Rod Drive system * !?.3-2 (R4,RF) Distributed Source
12.2-24 Transverse incore Probe 12.3-2 (R4,RB) Otstributed Source

b12.2 25 Reactor Internal Pumps 12.3 2 (RF.RI) Distributed source
12.2-25 RIP Heat Exchanger 1.2-3b El 3000

, 12.2-26 Turbine Mositure Sep/ Reheater 12.3-52 (T6.TE) Rt Cylnde (r=1.Bm,1=31.m)

12.2-27 Turbine Condenser 12.3-53 (TD.TG) Distributed source
-12.2-28 Condenser Filter /Demineraltrer __

Filter 12.3-51 (TC-T2) - 3 Tanks, Rt Cylndr (r=1.4m.1=0.1m)
Deminerallrer 12.3-51 (TC,T3) 6 Tanks, Rt Cylndr(r=1.7m.1=5.lm)

Appitcant Spent Fuel Storage 12.3-6 (R4,RF) See Drawings
12.2-30 SGT5 Filter Train 12.3+7 (R2,RB) HEPA

Notes

* Maintenance Factitty
b Maintenance Facility, see Figure 1.2-3B Elevation 3000 for drywell location
* Suppression pool clean up F/0 uses second of Fuel Pool F/D

.
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B. Source Geometry

Cov oaent Assumad Shieldtna Source Geometry

RHR heat Exchanger Homogenous source over volume of heat exchanger
RCIC Turbine Homogenous source over volume of turbine
CUW Filter Demineraltzer 80% of source in first 15cm, rematnoer dispersed over volume.

RVCU Regen Heat fxchanger Homogenous source over volume of exchanger
RWCU hon-Regen beat Exchanger Homogenous Source over volume of exchanger
LCW Collector Tank 80% non solubles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in volume

LCW Filter Homogenous source ever volume of filter
LCW Demineraltrer 60% of source in first 15cm, rest evenly dispersed over volume
LCV 1 ample Tank Horiogenous source over volume of tark

HCW Collector Tank Homogenous source over volume of tank
HCV Demineraliter 80% of source in first 15cm, rest evenly dispersed over volume
Offgas 90% of source in first tank in first (upper) 30 cm, rest evenenly dispersed.

Remaining tanks, homogeneus source over tank volume.

SteamJetAirEjegtor* Homogenous source over volume of ejector
Offgas Recombiner Homogenous source over subcomponent, see Figure 12.2-14*

CUW Backwash Receiving Tank 80% non solubles 'n slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in volu em
CF Backwash Receiving Tank 80% non solubles in slurry on tank bottom, rest ever:iy dispersed in volu em
Phase Separator 90% non-solubles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in volumt

Spent Restn Ctorage Tank Homogenous scurce over volume cf tank
Concentrated Waste Tank 90% non-soluoles in slurry on tank bottom, rest evenly dispersed in volu em
Sol Dryer Feed Tank Source evenly dispersed over volume

Sol Dryer (outlet) Source evenly dispersed over volume
Sol Pelettzer Source evenly dispersed over volume
Sol Mtst Separator (steam) Source evenly dispersed over volume

Sol Condenser $ource evenly dispersed over volume
Sol Drum Source evenly dispersed over volume
FPC Filter Demineralizer 90% insch,b!,s in first 15 cm, rest of source evenly dispersed over volume

Suppression Pool Cleanup System 90% insolubles in first 15 cm, rest of source evenly dispersed over volume
Control Rod Drtve System Exposure dependent, assume evenly dispered over length of blece
Transverse Ir.sre Prece Point or line geometry, see Table 12.2-24

Reactor Internal Pumps Cylindrical source coupled to water bearing components
RIP Heat Exchanger Homogenous source over volume of exchanger
Turbine Mosttur:a Sep/ Reheater Homogenous source over volume of component

Turbine Condenser Homogenous source over volume of condenser
Condenser Filter /Demineraltzer

Filter Source evenly sispersed over volume of filter
Demineraliter 90% insolubles In first 15 cm, rest of source evenly dispersed over volume

Spent Fuel Storage Aeolicant
SGTS Filter Train 90% Particulates on HEPA filter, remaie.ing an charcoal filter

Notes

*See Offgas Recombiner Description, subsection !!.3, use inventory for preheater, recombiner, condenser and cooler
{orrecombinerinventoryforshieldingappiteations.
Radiation levels in $JAE and Recombiner highly dependent upon power level. Actual measurnments on SJAE concenser

contact dose rate are 20 Rads /hr at 100% power and less than SmRad/hr at 20% power.

,

a

,
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C. $htelding Geometry in treters

Comeneat Roo* Dimeasioas Well shtekaesses*
Length Wicth height fast West horth South Floor ceiling

PA Heat Exchanger 12.6 5.6 5.6 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 Ground 0.8
RCl? Turbine 14.6 7.8 5.6 0.8 2 0.6 0.6 Ground 08
CW Filter Demineraltzer 2.8 3 7.4 0.8 1 0.8 1 0.5 hatch

RWCU Regen Heat Exchanger 7.7 3.6 6 1.4 1.4 1 1.4* C.8 0.5
. RWCU hon-Regen Heat [nchanger 7.4 4.4 56 1 1 1 1* Ground 0.8

LCW Collector Tank 19 1 13 1.2 0.8 0.8 1.2 Ground 0.8

LCV Filter .6.4 10.6 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
LCV Deminereltzer" 19.6 10.6 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
LCW Sample Tank 19 10 13 1.2 0.8 1.2 0.8 Ground 0.8

HCWCollectorTang 9 11.2 5.4 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.2 Ground 0.6
HCW Demineralizer 19.6 10.6 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Offgas 9.1 Il 16 1 1 1 1 25 1

Steam Jet Air Ejector 9.1 14.2 7 1 1 1 1 1 1
+

and Qecombiner Room

CW Backwa.h Rec tving Tank 6.6 7.4 5,6 1 0.8 0.8 1 Ground 0.8
~

CF Backwash Receiving Tank 5 5 25 1 1 1 1 2.5 hatch
Phase Separator 16 8.4 4.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.2 0.P 0.8

Spent Resin Storage Tank 6.4 6.4 4.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 08
Concentrated Waste Tank 4.6 5 5.4 0.8 0.8 1.2 0.8 Ground 0.8
Sol Dryer Feed Tank 9.4 7.2 6.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

Sol Oryer (outlet)* 9.2 5.2 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Sol Pslettrer 9.2 5.2 6.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Sol Mtst Separator (stesm)* 9.2 5.2 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 U.8

Sol Condenser 4.2 7.2 6.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Sol Drum 3.2 3 8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
FPC Filter Demineralizer 3.2 3.2 7.4 0.8 1 0.8 08 0.5 Ntch

suppression Pool Cleanup 5ys 3.2 32 7.4 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 Natch
g

Control Red Ortve System 7.6 33.4 5.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.6
Transverse Incore Probe 4 7.3 2.7 1 1 1 1 Mezz 0.6

Rea: tor Internal Pumps' 8.2 8.5
RIP Heat Exchanger Primary Containment

Turbine Moisture Sep/ Reheater 12.4 47.6 8.5 1 1 1 1 1 1

Turbine Condenser 14.2 36 25 3.5 2.5 1 1 2.5 Turbine
8

Condenser F11ter 5 21.1 8 25' 1 1 1 1 Hatch
Condenser Demineralizer 9.8 17.3 9 1 1 1 1.6 1 1

d
Spent Fuel Storage 9.4 14 4.1 2 2 2 2 2 7e

-SGTS Filter Train 14.4 5 8.2 0,2 0.5 0.2 0.2 2 0.6

. Notes

* Hoveable Vall
b LCW and HCW Demineralizer share same room
jSoliddryerandMistseparatorsharesameroom

7.4 meter water depth above fuel elements
* North refers to plant 0 degree orientation, east = 90 degre;2
g Maintenance Factitty

.
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D. Ptpe Chase Detall

hamber $hield Wall lhickness in treters
.f,1pe$ratefPsl 1, ngl tocation SYllfm gM $DM(e Q$_{ W d Myg

'RHR(A) 1F ;(RC,R6) RHR

RCIC
Blf (RC.R6) RHR

RCIC
B2F (P.C.R6) RHR

RCIC
B3r (RC.RA) RHR

RCIC

RHR(B) 1F (RD.R2) RHR

HPCF

BlF (RD.R2) RHR

HPCF

B2F (RD.R2) RHR

HPCF

B3r (RE,R2) RHR

HPCF,

RHR(C) IF (RE.R6) RHR

HPCF

B1F (RE R5) RHR

HPCF

B2F. (RE.R6) RHR

HFCF

B3F (RE,R6) RHR

HPCF

CRD-A B2F (RB,R3) CRD Control rod delve lines
CRD-B B2F (RB,RS) CRL Control rod drive lines
CRD-C B2F (RF,R3)- CR0 Control rod drive lines
CRD-D B2F (RF.RS) CRD Control rod drive lines
FPC/CUW 2F (RB,R3) FPC

IF (RB.R3) FPC

CUV

BlF '(RB.R3) FPC*
cub

HSL/FDW IF (RB,R4) HSL

FDW

- , .. - . , . . . - . .
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All Dimensions wrt Vessel Head Thck
Nominal 10.0

Vessel Zero Max 11.5

Dimensions in centimeters Vessel Vall Thck
Min 17.78

Vessel Radius -

Nominal 353.05-

Max 355.6

160.000
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